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SWITZERLAND, DISENTIS, THE GOLD-MINERS PLAYGROUND
a play village with everything a real village needs

The REKA holiday village in Disentis wanted a barrier-free playground,
which was intended to recreate a gold-miners town.
There are eight different huts, including a bank, a police station, a town hall, a
workshop and a bar – each location is kitted out to correspond to its function. For
example, the bank features a safe with bars of gold, the police station has a cell
ready for bandits and there is a cash register in the shop.
Directly next door, a terraced water play area has been installed with pumps,
water wheels, channels, sand sieves and two excavators. Thanks to its special
technological design, one of these can also be operated by children in a
wheelchair.

GERMANY, GIESSEN, PLAYGROUND AT THE PUBLIC SWIMMING POOL
a different type of water experience at the swimming pool

This unique water playground is situated on the grounds of a public swimming pool. It
forms the perfect complement to the various pools, water slides and diving platforms.
Its greatest attraction is an artificial hill, solidly constructed from natural stones, from
where water flows downstream in several channels. Two See-saw Pumps are located at
the top of the hill, which children can use to shoot water out of the spraying heads into
the channels. They are fitted with a range of damming elements and water wheels.
In a different part of the water playground there are a Forest Fountain, several water
jets and a selection of play equipment for the very young.

NETHERLANDS, AMSTERDAM, ARTIS ROYAL ZOO
a bird’s-eye view of the zoo

This very special zoo was established as early as 1838, making it the oldest
zoo in the Netherlands. With its historic buildings, the planetarium and the
botanical garden, it is an established feature in the city of Amsterdam.
The playground is located in the middle of the grounds, right next to the
giraffe enclosure. Here, net bridges connect two platforms – in addition there
are two tunnel slides. Children have the very best view of a large area of the
zoo from the six-metre-high platform.

GERMANY, NAGOLD, STATE HORTICULTURAL SHOW PLAYGROUND
a playground with “urban history”

The theme of the State Horticultural Show playground in Nagold reflects the history
of the town. The round tower on the hill reminds the visitor of the Hohennagold
Castle tower overlooking the town. The rafts in the “Kieselsee” evoke an association
with the wooden rafts in the Black Forest, which were characteristic of this region for
centuries.
In addition to these objects, the playground offers several swings, a large climbing
structure as well as a small stream, built using natural stones and equipped with
water play elements.

AUSTRALIA, MELBOURNE, ROYAL PARK

The Royal Park is the largest park in Melbourne

This fascinating playground, composed of natural play equipment, features a
climbing area with several rope and balancing structures, nets and viewing
platforms, a water play area with a range of pumps, channels, damming and
mud play elements as well as embankment slides that have been incorporated
uniquely into the existing stone landscape. There is also a Bow Bridge, specially
designed for people who use a wheelchair. It represents a very special meeting
point, not least because of its attractive appearance.
What makes this playground so unique is its natural design and the way in which
it has been so sensitively integrated into the surrounding landscape; the result of
close cooperation between the City of Melbourne and Richter Spielgeräte.
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